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as some of our eagled eye players might of noticed from some our previous blogposts and social
media video clips; some of our in-game companies logos featured in the base of game of euro truck

simulator 2 have received a rework!these new modern logos, still stay true with their colour schemes
but bring a modern and fresh take on these old school companies. keeping modern and up-to date is

important for companies, even our virtual ones!we hope you enjoy spotting these new logos on
company trailers and industries across euro truck simulator 2 in the 1.44 update! euro truck

simulator 2 checkpoint release date and offers player a fantastic opportunity to interact with other
players by sharing the load. in addition, they will be able to earn a little extra money by parking and
refueling each other's trailers. however, the agreement is strictly enforced - if you use the service,
you need to pay for this service, which is shown in the form of an additional fee and an additional

cost of the fuel.the convoy multiplayer update, is a must for all fans of the series. it also has a great
team, and they've managed to make it look even better. all-new loading screens, a detailed revision

of the map, several new vehicles, a variety of passenger cars, two-way modes (including a local
network), a variety of new camera angles, a detailed view of the player's trailer, and more. the game
is better than ever.if you want to use and play on the convoy multiplayer mode, you must be on the

latest version of the game (1.41 or higher).
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tired of driving only buses and delivery vans? now you can drive both buses and trucks in euro truck
simulator 2! all existing commercial buses will also be converted to trucks and all trucks will now
become commercial buses. they will be available from the start of the game. in addition, we have
also added a new bus line that can be used to travel between cities. on april 28th the new convoy

game mode will be released for euro truck simulator 2. convoy allows you to play together with your
friends or other players as you travel the road. it will also feature the previously mentioned real and
logistic transfer feature. you can join up to eight friends online, or create your own private sessions
to play with a small group of friends. mileage signs are now present in euro truck simulator 2, which
add an extra layer of realism. they show the in-game distance to a displayed city or landmark. for
cities this is normally a central location within the central business district (major intersection, city

hall, post office etc). in our latest 1.41 update for euro truck simulator 2 and american truck
simulator, we introduced convoy! convoy is a new multiplayer game mode where players can set up

and host their own private sessions (password optional) to drive with their friends or other fellow
truckers. all the requirements for the unlocking of the mod were implemented for the purpose of

unrestricted purchase in the euro truck simulator 2 store. not only our set of companies, but also any
companies can be acquired. in this way, you can acquire a company, without having to be an owner

of a company. 5ec8ef588b
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